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Abstract 

Using the EBIT facility in Livermore we produce definitive atomic data for input into spectral 

synthesis codes. Recent, rneasuremcnts of line excitation and dielectronic recombination of 

highly charged Kshell and L-shell ions are presented to illustra.te this point. 



I Introduction 

X-ray spectroscopic measurements using the Livermore Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT) 

have been optimized over the past decade to provide definitive values of electron-impact ex- 

citation, ionization, and resona.nce excita.tion cross sections, as well as dielectronic resonance 

strengths. These measurements ha.ve covered a great number of excitation and recombina- 

tion processes. Recent results have demonstrated several shortcomings of theoretical data. 

For example, the dielec.tronic recombination satellite emission involving spectator electrons 

with 12 2 4 contributing to the I<$ (3 + 1) emission in heliumlike Ar16+ was shown to be 

considerably larger tha.n expected from standard scaling procedures [l]. This EBIT result 

has now lead to a rea.ssessmentS of liuc profile calculations of the heliumlike A? KP reso- 

nance line used for density diagnostics in laser fusion. Moreover, 30 years of calculations were 

shown to be unable to predict, a reliable ratio for the singlet to triplet ratio of the 3d + 2p 

line emission in neonlike Fe16+ [a]. The EBIT value for this ratio is in better agreement 

with theoretical data from 1967 [3] tl ran with any calculation published since, despite the 

introduction of improved calculational techniques. The laboratory value markedly changed 

the amount of resonant scattering of the strong Fe 16+ lines infered from solar corona ob- 

servations. A third exa,mple is provided by measurements of the radia.tive power loss from 

highly charged krypton ions (Kr3’+ through I<r34+ ) performed at the EBIT facility in Berlin 

[4]. The measured radiative power loss exceeds that calculated with the average-ion model 

used in fusion [5] by a factor of two and also exceeds that of more refined model calculations 

using a fully collisonal-radiative model [6]. The higher rate impacts the design of radiative 

divertors and the power balance in toka.maks. 
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As the examples above illustrate, EBIT measurements are needed not only to assess the 

accuracy of theoretical data, but are now urgently needed to provide definitive data in areas 

in which calculations fail to produce atomic data with the accuracy required for spectral 

modeling. In the following, we present recent work at the Livermore EBIT facility relevant 

to laboratory and astrophysical plasma modeling that further illustrate this need. 

II Intensity Ratio of 3 -+ 1 Lines in Heliumlike Ions 

Using high-resolution crystal spectrometers, we have carried out systematic measurements 

of the 3 + 1 line emission from heliumlike ions. We have found significant disagrement 

between the measured and calculated ratios of the ls3p 3Pr + ls2 ‘So intercombination and 

the 1.~3~ ‘Pr + Is2 ’ So resonance line in low and medium Z ions 173. This disagreement 

is illustrated in Fig. l(a). The figure plots the ratios measured just above threshold for 

electron-impact excitation where direct electron-impact excitation is the only line formation 

mechanism. Also shown are the results from two theoretical calculations. The first uses 

the distorted wave code from Zhang et al. [8], th e second the HULLAC package [9]. While 

the cross sections calculated with each code agree with each other, the final results differ 

significantly from the measured ratios. The reason is that the ls3p levels have radiative 

decay channels besides deexcitation to ground. Consequently, the calculated excitation cross 

sections must be multiplied by the appropriate radiative branching fractions. In the first 

case, the branching fractions calculated with the MCDF method were used; in the second 

case, fractions calculated by the HULLAC package were used. These two methods produce 

significantly different branching ratios, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b). These differences are 
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Figure 1: (a) Ratio of intercombination to resonance line in heliumlike K/3 spectra. The 

solid line (dashed line) represents calculations with the distorted-wave code of Sampson and 

Zhang (HULLAC); (b) R a la ive branching ratio of the heliumlike K/3 line calculated with d’ t 

MCDF and HULLAC codes. (From [7].) 

largest for the lower-2 heliumlike ions. 

Uncertainties in the radiative rates alone, however, cannot explain all of the discrep- 

ancy between the calculated and observed line ratios. Calculations based on the relativistic 

configuration interaction method, which a.re deemed reliable to within about 1 % , have in- 

dicated that the actual branching fraction lies somewhere inbetween the two calculations 

shown in Fig. l(b). Tl iere ore, ’ f no further improvement of theory rela,tive to experiment can 

be expected, even if very accurate branching fra.ctions become ava.ilable. Instead, part of the 

disagreement is likely to be due to inaccuracies in the distorted wave calculations. 
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Figure 2: Ratio of intercombination and resona,nce line in neonlike ions. The solid line 

repesents results calculated in the distorted-wave approximation. (From [lo].) 

III Intensity Ratio of 3 -+ 2 Lines in Neonlike Ions 

A detailed study of the line emission of neonlike Fe 16+ has found significant disagrement 

between the measured and calcula.ted ratios of the 2p53d 3D1 + 2~’ ‘So intercombination 

and the 2p53cl 'PI + 2~' ' So resonance line [a]. We have now completed a measurement of 

this line ratio as a function of Z and have uncovered a systematic disagreement for all ions 

studied [lo]. Tl re results are shown in Fig. 2. 

Unlike the heliumlike 1.~3~ "PI -+ 1s 2 ‘So lines the neonlike lines decay essentially 100% 

to ground. Errors in radiative rates should, therefore, not be the reason for the disagreement. 

The disagreement must instead be caused by inaccuracies in the distorted-wave calculations 

of the excitation cross sections. These measurements confirm the problems uncovered with 



the Fe16+ ratio [2] mentioned in the introduction and show that they extend along the 

isoelectronic sequence. 

IV Dielectronic Recombination Contributions to L-shell 

Lines 

An area that has received essentially no theoretical or experimental attention is the contri- 

butions to L-shell emission lines from resonance excitation and high-n dielectronic satellites. 

We have made a systematic effort to measure all L-shell transitions in neonlike through 

lithiumlike iron, Fe16’ - Fe23+. An inventory of these lines is given by Brown et al. [ll]. 

An example of our measurements of the line formation processes producing a 3d -+ 2p line 

in lithiumlike Fe23+ is shown in Fig. 3. Our measurement.s clca.rly show the different con- 

tributions to the line: direct electron-impact excitation and resonance excitation above 1.2 

keV, high-n sa,tellites below. Resonance excitation ha.s been calcula.ted in the iron project 

[la]; agreement with our measurements is marginal. The energy grid of these calculations 

is coarse, so that resonances are easily missed. Those that arc not missed are given addi- 

tiona,l weight, so that agreement wit 11 our measurements is in part fortuitous (cf. Gu et al. 

[13]). Tk le s a us of calculations is worse for high-n sa.tellites. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the t t 

high-n satellites contribute a. considerable fra.ction of the total line emission. These satellites 

blend with the resonance lines and spectroscopically cannot be resolved, and thus must be 

included to properly model astrophysical or laboratory spectra. At present, calculations of 

the satellites below threshold have not been carried out for most L-shell lines. We will soon 

have completed our measurement of all of the relevant satellite and resonance contributions 
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Figure 3: Excitation of the 3d5p + ‘2p:3,2 transition in lithiumlike Fe23+. The solid line 

represents Iron Project calculations using the R-matrix method; the dashed line represents 

subsequent R.-matrix calculations employing a much finer energy grid. (From [13].) 

for strong Fe16+ ~ Fe2’+ lines ma,king the need for calculations disappear. 

V Conclusion 

We have present,4 several recent, results of our ongoing spectroscopic effort to provide atomic 

data for spectra.1 modeling. We have illustrated several cases where measurements are more 

reliable and complete than calculations. Our measurements provide the atomic data needed 

for synthesizing a.ccura.te spectral models tha.t, cannot be provided with the sa.me confidence 

using theoretical methods. In this sense, our EBIT facility and its spectroscopic equipment 

have become an analog computer where Nature computes the correct result for inclusion in 



spectral codes. 
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